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About This Game

NO ENGINEERING, ALL PROCRASTINATION!

SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE is a brand-new solitaire variant originally developed for SHENZHEN I/O, and is now available as a
standalone game! It's simple but challenging, and oddly addictive.

 A brand-new solitaire variant inspired by Mahjong and FreeCell!

 Simple to learn, but persistently challenging!

 Over 98% of deals are solvable!

 Win 100 games and become immortal! (with a Steam Achievement)

NOTE: If you own SHENZHEN I/O, you don't need to purchase SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE! After solving a few puzzles in
SHENZHEN I/O, a link to a full version of SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE will be placed on your in-game desktop for you to play.
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I've never been much for the Roguelike genre, but the aesthetic and mechanics of this game are super charming. The possession
mechanic allows the game to stand out when it otherwise might have been lost in the early-access background noise. Thumbs
up!. Made a new Samurai, beat the game after exactly 160 minutes (on normal). Nice stuff. Really fun, I can see a full VR
surgeon simulator being a fun game, although currently in the demo there are some issues with clipping. (I get that the game is
clunky, it's more of the rogue tracking that seems to occur during clips that cause issues.)

Overall, it's a good demo though, although one note is that people not using roomscale will probably have issues. The game
provides you no way of moving yourself around at the moment so even though it isn't listed as a 'roomscale required' title, if you
don't have some extra space to move around you may want to skip this for now.

Another thing is that this is one of the few VR game's I've bumped into where performance has been a bit of an issue. Not
massive, but frame stutters were common at times.

For reference;
Latest drivers/chipsets installed as of posting this.

 CPU - FX8350

 GPU - GTX 980 4GB

 Memory - 16GB RAM

. I bought this game because I love and admire smash like games but this was way to incomplete and trashy to praise. About half
of the models seem very weird and strange as if only an hour or two and maybe slightly more were put into them. The
animations are close to terrible and the game runs very slowly even on the lowest quality setting. Not only all that but a massive
amount of characters were taken off the roster and now only a few remain that I'd actually play with. The history of the game's
developer just puts the cherry on top. Betrayals, claiming someone elses work as their own, threats, etc. I just simply can't
support a game like this. He denies every one of these accusations even though there's a ton of evidence. The only reason the
evidence is hard to come across is because he tries to get rid of any trace of it.

As a finale, please don't buy this game. Scummy dev, bad quality, etc. It's just not something you should support.. This game is
next levle cod. I started to hate donuts after playing this game...
I am not going to Dunkin' Donuts anymore...

0/10
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You ever dreamed of creating your own manga or visual novels? And only one thing always stopped you - you can't draw! Well,
now, with Kumakuma - you can.

This editor allows really easy and convenient creation of manga. With lots of character, emotions, poses and background presets,
aswell as ability to import your own stuff and edit it here.

However, its 2nd (and probably the reason why most people bought this) main feature - custom character creator and editor,
could use a bit more features. Especially, character exporter to .psd and more options to add/import custom clothes/characters
and apply them to models that are created in this editor.

So if you are looking for character creator/generator, this software is...well, partially it is what you looking for, but not quite
enough - Kumakuma so far have too few functions for that.

But if you are looking solely for convenient manga editor - look no further, Kumakuma will serve all your needs.. Fun little
platformer that stays true to classic gaming.

You'll run into some really devious levels later on as new mechanics are introduced.

Defintiely worth picking up!. Pretty much Bomberman. FREE also and you can host private matches. WIN WIN.. So as the
name suggests, you basically pelt kids with food- and they will do it to you as well. You start off with a slingshot, and powerups
(extra life, enemy reveal, ammunition for other more powerful weapons, and so on) drop and gives you an added advantage.
Most of the time you're shooting from an elevated platform, but you can also duck behind cover to avoid getting plastered. The
further your target is, the more mindful you have to be of your aim, since physics does have its role here.

While this game is good for kids, I particularly like how the game can be surprisingly challenging as you progress; a surprise to
be sure, but a pleasant one. The only minor issue is the sensitivity isn't sensitive enough even at maximum. But otherwise, it's a
cute game with surprising complexity to it. I'm kind of interested to see how it'll be when the VR version is released!. Art of
Gravity is an odd game. While technically being a puzzle game, it feels more like a 3D brick-breaker Arcanoid clone with lots
of RNG.

I haven't seen such a voxel heavy approach since the original Outcast, so props for that towards the developers, but at the same
time that very fact makes the physics of the puzzles feel "weird". It's hard to describe without actually seeing it in action, but to
me, something felt off all the time while playing this.

This is in no way detrimental to the amount of fun one can get out of this though. There's a more than fair amount of levels and
for the asking price this game contains more content than a lot of other games which are prices at twenty to forty times of what
this would set you back.

I have to admit I did like the other games of Michael Pawlowski a lot more than this one, but even while it was the weakest of
the lot, it's still pretty good..
Поиграйте, вам понравится.. quite good but not enough
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